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Driven by the frenzy of fan clubs, Beatles concerts, and endless dreams and
meeting schemes, Diary of a Beatlemaniac: A Fab Insider's Look at the Beatles
Era romps through the heady, roller-coaster days of Beatlemania as seen
through the eyes of one Philadelphia schoolgirl and her band of "Beatle Buddies."
Compiled from the author's own diary and extensive scrapbooking, and featuring
a wealth of original photographs and exclusive interviews with Victor Spinetti and
Hy Lit, this extraordinary slice of life peeks into the heart of an inner-city teen at
the forefront of Beatlemania. For Beatlemaniacs of any age, this memoir offers a
unique glimpse into the groovy days of the Swingin' Sixties and the chance to
relive the magic of the pop-culture phenomenon called the Beatles.
"This book supports my own 30-year crusade to demonstrate that games are an
art form that undeniably rivals traditional arts. It gives detailed explanations of
game art techniques and their importance, while also highlighting their
dependence on artistic aspects of game design and programming.” — John
Romero, co-founder of id Software and CEO of Loot Drop, Inc. "Solarski’s
methodology here is to show us the artistic techniques that every artist should
know, and then he transposes them to the realm of video games to show how
they should be used to create a far more artful gaming experience ... if I were an
artist planning to do video game work, I’d have a copy of this on my shelf." —
Marc Mason, Comics Waiting Room Video games are not a revolution in art
history, but an evolution. Whether the medium is paper or canvas—or a computer
screen—the artist’s challenge is to make something without depth seem like a
window into a living, breathing world. Video game art is no different. Drawing
Basics and Video Game Art is first to examine the connections between classical
art and video games, enabling developers to create more expressive and varied
emotional experiences in games. Artist game designer Chris Solarski gives
readers a comprehensive introduction to basic and advanced drawing and design
skills—light, value, color, anatomy, concept development—as well as detailed
instruction for using these methods to design complex characters, worlds, and
gameplay experiences. Artwork by the likes of Michelangelo, Titian, and Rubens
are studied alongside AAA games like BioShock, Journey, the Mario series, and
Portal 2, to demonstrate perpetual theories of depth, composition, movement,
artistic anatomy, and expression. Although Drawing Basics and Video Game Art
is primarily a practical reference for artists and designers working in the video
games industry, it’s equally accessible for those interested to learn about
gaming’s future, and potential as an artistic medium. Also available as an eBook
Explains how Billy Beene, the general manager of the Oakland Athletics, is using
a new kind of thinking to build a successful and winning baseball team without
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spending enormous sums of money.
In Wenger: My Life and Lessons in Red and White, world-renowned and
revolutionary soccer coach Arsène Wenger finally tells his own story for the very
first time. Wenger opens up about his life, sharing principles for success on and
off the field with lessons on leadership, personal development, and management.
This book charts his extraordinary career, including his rise from obscurity in
France and Japan to his 22 years at the helm of Arsenal Football Club. • Covers
the years of controversy that led up to his resignation in 2018 and his current
seat as chief of global football development for FIFA • Wenger offers studious
reflections on the game and his groundbreaking approach to motivation, mindset,
fitness, and the winning edge. •He popularized the attacking approach and belief
that the game should be entertaining. • Includes full-color photo insert. Among
the most successful managers of all time, Wenger, affectionately nicknamed "the
professor," has won multiple championships and run one undefeated and
unmatched English Premier League season. This is a must-read for Arsenal fans,
soccer fans, athletes, trainers, business leaders, and anyone seeking the tools
for success in work and life. The story of one of the most revered and successful
coaches—and his tactics and vision—in the world's largest sport • Makes a great
book for diehard soccer fans around the world • You'll love this book if you love
books like Alex Ferguson: My Biography by Alex Ferguson, Beckham: Both Feet
on the Ground: An Autobiography by David Beckham and Tom Watt, and Eleven
Rings: The Soul of Success by Phil Jackson and Hugh Delehanty. Digital audio
edition read by the author.
Written by experts with extensive first-hand knowledge of the city's architectural
heritage, this is the first book to be published on the architecture of Asmara. It
contains new photography and an extraordinary range of previously unpublished
archival material, including original plans and drawings.
The author of The Sporty Game journeys behind the scenes to examine the highstakes rivalry between the world's two largest aircraft manufacturers--Boeing and
Airbus--drawing on interviews with industry insiders to reveal how Boeing lost its
edge in the marketplace and what it is doing to reclaim its status. Reprint. 20,000
first printing.
Now, there's a quick, full-color, one-stop tutorial for everyone who wants to get
maximum fun and entertainment out of their new Nintendo Wii U. Gaming experts
Christina and Bill Loguidice cover everything Wii U has to offer, uncovering cool
features most users won't ever discover on their own. You'll learn to: Get started
fast with your Nintendo Wii U and its amazing new touchscreen motion
controllers Network your Wii U, surf its pre-loaded channels, and then download
more - including Wii UWare View Nintendo TVii and tune into Music Central
Explore the worldwide Nintendo Community Play the Pack-in Games provided in
both Basic and Deluxe editions Play older Wii games and connect with your
Nintendo 3DS Quick, step-by-step instructions link to Wii screen captures that
show you exactly what to do; Tips and Notes help you discover powerful new
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techniques and shortcuts, and Help features help you fix common problems, so
you can focus on fun! Whether you're new to Nintendo gaming, or upgrading
from Wii or GameCube, My Nintendo Wii U will help you have more fun -- now,
and for years to come!
Vintage Game Consoles tells the story of the most influential videogame
platforms of all time, including the Apple II, Commodore 64, Nintendo
Entertainment System, Game Boy, Sega Genesis, Sony PlayStation, and many
more. It uncovers the details behind the consoles, computers, handhelds, and
arcade machines that made videogames possible. Drawing on extensive
research and the authors’ own lifelong experience with videogames, Vintage
Game Consoles explores each system’s development, history, fan community,
its most important games, and information for collectors and emulation
enthusiasts. It also features hundreds of exclusive full-color screenshots and
images that help bring each system’s unique story to life. Vintage Game
Consoles is the ideal book for gamers, students, and professionals who want to
know the story behind their favorite computers, handhelds, and consoles, without
forgetting about why they play in the first place – the fun! Bill Loguidice is a
critically acclaimed technology author who has worked on over a dozen books,
including CoCo: The Colorful History of Tandy’s Underdog Computer, written
with Boisy G. Pitre. He’s also the co-founder and Managing Director for the
popular Website, Armchair Arcade. A noted videogame and computer historian
and subject matter expert, Bill personally owns and maintains well over 400
different systems from the 1970s to the present day, including a large volume of
associated materials. Matt Barton is an associate professor of English at Saint
Cloud State University in Saint Cloud, Minnesota, where he lives with his wife
Elizabeth. He’s the producer of the "Matt Chat," a weekly YouTube series
featuring in-depth interviews with notable game developers. In addition to the
original Vintage Games, which he co-authored with Bill, he’s author of Dungeons
& Desktops: The History of Computer Role-Playing Games and Honoring the
Code: Conversations with Great Game Designers.
The captivating, inside story of the woman who helmed the Washington Post during one of the
most turbulent periods in the history of American media. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for
Biography In this bestselling and widely acclaimed memoir, Katharine Graham, the woman
who piloted the Washington Post through the scandals of the Pentagon Papers and Watergate,
tells her story—one that is extraordinary both for the events it encompasses and for the
courage, candor, and dignity of its telling. Here is the awkward child who grew up amid
material wealth and emotional isolation; the young bride who watched her brilliant, charismatic
husband—a confidant to John F. Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson—plunge into the mental illness
that would culminate in his suicide. And here is the widow who shook off her grief and
insecurity to take on a president and a pressman’s union as she entered the profane boys’
club of the newspaper business. As timely now as ever, Personal History is an exemplary
record of our history and of the woman who played such a shaping role within them,
discovering her own strength and sense of self as she confronted—and mastered—the personal
and professional crises of her fascinating life.
A Vintage Shorts Selection • Almost three decades ago, iconic and incomparable American
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essayist Joan Didion’s now-classic report from the Dukakis campaign trail exposed, in no
uncertain terms, the complete sham that is the modern American presidential run. Writing with
bite and some humor too, Didion betrays “the process”—the way in which power is exchanged
and the status quo is maintained. All insiders—politicians, journalists, spin doctors—participate in
a political narrative that is “designed as it is to maintain the illusion of consensus by obscuring
rather than addressing actual issues.” The optics of presidential campaigns have grown ever
more farcical and remote from the needs and issues most relevant to Americans’ lives, and
Didion’s elegant, shrewd, and prescient commentary has never been more urgent than it is
right now. An ebook short.
What is artificial intelligence? How is artificial intelligence used in game development? Game
development lives in its own technical world. It has its own idioms, skills, and challenges.
That’s one of the reasons games are so much fun to work on. Each game has its own rules,
its own aesthetic, and its own trade-offs, and the hardware it will run on keeps changing. AI for
Games is designed to help you understand one element of game development: artificial
intelligence (AI).
This second edition of The UX Careers Handbook offers you all the great advice of the first
edition—freshly updated—plus a new chapter on critical soft skills, much more on becoming a
UX leader, and a 17th user experience (UX) career pathway. The UX Careers Handbook,
Second Edition, offers you an insider's advice on learning, personal branding, networking skills,
building your resume and portfolio, and actually landing that UX job you want, as well as an indepth look at what it takes to get into and succeed in a UX career. Whether your interests
include design, information architecture, strategy, research, UX writing, or any of the other core
UX skillsets, you'll find a wealth of resources in this book. The book also includes: Insights and
personal stories from a range of industry-leading UX professionals to show you how they broke
into the industry and evolved their own careers over time Activities and worksheets to help you
make good decisions and build your career Along with the book, you can explore its
companion website with more resources and information to help you stay on top of this fastchanging field. Not only for job seekers, The UX Careers Handbook, Second Edition, is a musthave for Employers and recruiters who want to better understand how to hire and keep UX
staff Undergraduate and graduate students thinking about their future careers Professionals in
other careers who are thinking about starting to do UX work Cory Lebson has been a UX
consultant and user researcher for over two decades. He is Principal and Owner of a small UX
research consultancy, a builder of UX community, and a past president of the User Experience
Professionals Association (UXPA). Not only a practitioner of UX, Cory teaches and mentors to
help professionals grow their UX skills and conducts regular talks and workshops on topics
related to both UX skills and career development.
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: THE NEW
YORKER • NPR • TIME • THE WASHINGTON POST • ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY • AND
MORE! “The perfect novel ... Freshly mysterious.” —The Washington Post From the awardwinning author of Station Eleven, an exhilarating novel set at the glittering intersection of two
seemingly disparate events—the exposure of a massive criminal enterprise and the mysterious
disappearance of a woman from a ship at sea. Vincent is a bartender at the Hotel Caiette, a
five-star lodging on the northernmost tip of Vancouver Island. On the night she meets Jonathan
Alkaitis, a hooded figure scrawls a message on the lobby's glass wall: Why don’t you swallow
broken glass. High above Manhattan, a greater crime is committed: Alkaitis's billion-dollar
business is really nothing more than a game of smoke and mirrors. When his scheme
collapses, it obliterates countless fortunes and devastates lives. Vincent, who had been posing
as Jonathan’s wife, walks away into the night. Years later, a victim of the fraud is hired to
investigate a strange occurrence: a woman has seemingly vanished from the deck of a
container ship between ports of call. In this captivating story of crisis and survival, Emily St.
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John Mandel takes readers through often hidden landscapes: campgrounds for the nearhomeless, underground electronica clubs, service in luxury hotels, and life in a federal prison.
Rife with unexpected beauty, The Glass Hotel is a captivating portrait of greed and guilt, love
and delusion, ghosts and unintended consequences, and the infinite ways we search for
meaning in our lives. Look for Emily St. John Mandel’s new novel, Sea of Tranquility, coming
in April 2022!
Computer role-playing games (CRPGs) are a special genre of computer games that bring the
tabletop role-playing experience of games such as Dungeons & Dragons to the computer
screen. Thisnew edition inlcudes two new chapters: The Modern Age, and a chapter on Indies
and Mobile CRPGs. The new modern age chapter will cover, among other topics,
Kickstarter/FIG crowdfunded projects such as Torment: Tides of Numenera and Pillars of
Eternity. It'll also bring the book up to date with major games such as Dragon Age, Witcher,
Skyrim. Expanded info in first chapter about educational potential of CRPGs. Color figures will
be introduced for the first time. Key Features gives reviews of hundreds of games across many
platforms. comprehensive book covering the history of computer RPGs. comprehensive index
at the back, letting you quickly look up your favourite titles
Play—and survive—in the game of Fortnite! Zombies. Battle. Survival. Fortnite has it all—and if
you want to keep your gameplay going until the bitter end to outlast your competition, this book
is the ace in your back pocket! Choose a gaming platform Download and optimize the game
Play in each of the gameplay modes Scavenge, loot, and collect resources Avoid death and
outlast your opponents Who will be the last person standing? When you want to outlast the
competition and make Fortnite yours, this book makes it easier than ever to come out on top.
An insider reveals what can—and does—go wrong when companies shift production to China In
this entertaining behind-the-scenes account, Paul Midler tells us all that is wrong with our effort
to shift manufacturing to China. Now updated and expanded, Poorly Made in China reveals
industry secrets, including the dangerous practice of quality fade—the deliberate and secret
habit of Chinese manufacturers to widen profit margins through the reduction of quality inputs.
U.S. importers don’t stand a chance, Midler explains, against savvy Chinese suppliers who
feel they have little to lose by placing consumer safety at risk for the sake of greater profit. This
is a lively and impassioned personal account, a collection of true stories, told by an American
who has worked in the country for close to two decades. Poorly Made in China touches on a
number of issues that affect us all.

If you want to be successful in any area of game development-game design,
programming, graphics, sound, or publishing-you should know how standouts in the
industry approach their work and address problems. In Honoring the Code:
Conversations with Great Game Designers, 16 groundbreaking game developers share
their stories and offer advice for anyone
Vintage Games explores the most influential videogames of all time, including Super
Mario Bros., Grand Theft Auto III, Doom, The Sims and many more. Drawing on
interviews as well as the authors' own lifelong experience with videogames, the book
discusses each game's development, predecessors, critical reception, and influence on
the industry. It also features hundreds of full-color screenshots and images, including
rare photos of game boxes and other materials. Vintage Games is the ideal book for
game enthusiasts and professionals who desire a broader understanding of the history
of videogames and their evolution from a niche to a global market. *Explores the
gameplay, history, development, and influence of the most important videogames of all
time *Includes material from interviews, contemporary reviews, manuals, and other
primary and secondary sources *Identifies and analyzes the key concepts behind each
videogame *Features hundreds of exclusive, full-color images
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Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know
God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ,
challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with
God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces
us to people in various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St.
Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist
growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his
own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town
high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and
beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on
the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that
reflect the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native
American boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live. With a
forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and fourcolor interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.
"When Sports Illustrated declared on the cover of a June 2014 issue that the Houston
Astros would win the World Series in 2017, people thought Ben Reiter, the article's
author, was crazy. The Astros were the worst baseball team in half a century, but they
were more than just bad. They were an embarrassment, a club that didn't even appear
to be trying to win. The cover story, combined with the specificity of Reiter's claim, met
instant and nearly universal derision. But three years later, the critics were proved
improbably, astonishingly wrong. How had Reiter predicted it so accurately? And, more
important, how had the Astros pulled off the impossible?"-Traces the efforts of master antiques dealer Curt Avery to discover valuable and
historically relevant items at flea markets, discussing flea market culture and some of
Avery's unlikely successes.
Step-by-step instructions with callouts to PlayStation Vita images that show you exactly
what to do. Help when you run into problems with your PlayStation Vita. Tips and Notes
to help you get the most from your PlayStation Vita. Full-Color, Step-by-Step Tasks
Show You How to Have Maximum Fun with Your PlayStation Vita! Unbox your PS
VitaTM, get connected, and start having fun, fast Master PS Vita’s built-in and
downloadable apps, from games to social media Discover hot new PS Vita games—and
play PlayStation classics, too Chat with groups of friends in real time—even if they’re
playing different games Leave gifts for nearby gamers to find and play with or launch
neighborhood competitions Post on Facebook and Twitter right from your PS Vita Use
“augmented reality” cameras to embed yourself into the game Make the most of PS
Vita’s advanced HTML5 web browser Take great photos and videos with PS Vita’s
built-in cameras Control your PS3 from your PS Vita—even if you’re thousands of miles
away Transform your PS Vita into a world-class music player Get instant walking or
driving directions from Google Maps Set parental controls to protect your kids Create
Privacy Zones so other gamers don’t know what you’re doing Buy or rent videos from
the PlayStation Store Safely back up your PS Vita on your PC, Mac, or PS3 Solve PS
Vita and connectivity problems fast and get back to having fun
My Xbox One Step-by-step instructions with callouts to colorful Xbox One images that
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show you exactly what to do Help when you run into problems with Xbox One, Kinect™,
Xbox Live®, or SmartGlass Tips and Notes to help you get the most from your Xbox
One system Full-color, step-by-step tasks show how to have maximum fun with your
new Xbox One! Learn how to • Set up Xbox One, Kinect, and Xbox Live quickly–and
start having fun now! • Personalize settings, gamertags, avatars, gamerpics… your
whole Xbox One experience • Start your party, add chat, use built-in Skype, even make
group video calls • Capture video of your best gameplay moments with Game DVR •
Watch great video from practically anywhere: cable or satellite, DVD, Blu-ray, Netflix,
Hulu Plus, Amazon Prime, and more • Play or stream all the music you love • Web surf
with Xbox One’s supercharged version of Internet Explorer • Use SmartGlass to
transform your iPhone, iPad, Android, or Windows 8 device into a second Xbox screen
or remote control CATEGORY: Consumer Electronics COVERS: Xbox One USER
LEVEL: Beginning-Intermediate
From the centuries-long prejudices against Catholics in America, to the efforts of Fascism,
Communism and modern terrorist organizations to “break the cross and spill the wine,” this
book brings to life the Catholic Church’s role in world history, particularly in the realm of
diplomacy. Former U.S. ambassador to the Holy See Francis Rooney provides a
comprehensive guide to the remarkable path the Vatican has navigated to the present day,
and a first-person account of what that path looks and feels like from an American diplomat
whose experience lent him the ultimate insider’s perspective. Part memoir, part historical
lesson, The Global Vatican captures the braided nature of religious and political power and the
complexities, battles, and future prospects for the relationship between the Holy See and the
United States as both face challenges old and new. Updated now to include a view towards
Pope Francis’ first trip to the United States, The Global Vatican looks forward to the
revitalization of the Church in this newest global papacy.
For more than a half-century, Rick Tsujimura has been one of the true believers who work
behind the scenes to get out the vote¿the campaign staff and volunteers who canvass
neighborhoods and stuff envelopes and hold signs at the side of the road, tirelessly supporting
their candidates during election season. In Campaign Hawai`i, Tsujimura shares stories of life
on the campaign trail¿the backroom strategizing, ethnic voting and mud-slinging, the
exhilaration of victory and the disappointment of defeat on election night. It¿s an inside view
sharpened by Tsujimura¿s long years spent toiling in the trenches for Jack Burns, George
Ariyoshi, John Craven and Ben Cayetano, and running campaigns for Eileen Anderson, Arnold
Morgado, Jeremy Harris, Randy Iwase, Neil Abercrombie and Kirk Caldwell.¿I hope these
stories bring some life to events that voters may have heard about, but whose details have
faded with time,¿ the author says. ¿This book is not so much a historical account of events, but
a record of the lessons learned during my years of exposure to the political process in
Hawai`i.¿ Campaign Hawai`i is a primer for campaign workers and candidates alike, and a
great read for anyone who follows politics, Hawaiian-style.
The purpose of this book is to look over the past 35 years of games to discuss titles whose
design deserves to be studied by anyone with an interest in game design. While there are
plenty of books that focus on the technical side of Game Development, there are few that study
the nature of game design itself. Featuring a mix of console and PC offerings, I purposely left
off some of the easy choices (Mario, Starcraft, Call of Duty, Overwatch) to focus on games that
stood out thanks to their designs.
When journalist Toni Nichols joins the touring well-known heavy metal band Exodus End to
interview the members and assemble an interactive book for her mother's publishing company,
their bass guitarist Logan Schmidt is torn between his strong feelings for Toni and the band's
past negative experiences with the media.
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Presents a decade-by-decade look at twentieth-century fashion trends, and also features a
shopping and buying directory and advice on caring for vintage pieces.
This is the quick, visual, one-stop tutorial for everyone who wants to get maximum fun and
entertainment out of their Xbox 360, Xbox Live, and Kinect controller. Gaming experts
Christina and Bill Loguidice cover everything Xbox has to offer, uncovering cool features and
tools most users won't ever discover on their own. You learn how to get started with Xbox 360;
fast-network your Xbox 360s; run the media content in your Windows PCs; personalize your
Xbox experiences; find great stuff on Microsoft's Game, Video, and Music Marketplaces; get
acquainted with your Xbox friends and communities; get to know the Kinect controller and Hub;
and find great Kinect games and get better at playing them. This book's concise, step-by-step
instructions link to callouts on Xbox screen captures that show you exactly what to do. Tips
and Notes help you discover powerful new techniques and shortcuts, and Help features guide
you past common problems. This book is designed for all 50,000,000 Xbox 360 owners: from
those who've just purchased their first system, to those diving headfirst into Kinect gaming, to
millions of Xbox Live subscribers who want to get even more out of Microsoft's online services.
Vintage clothing has never been more chic, with everyone from celebrity trendsetters to styleconscious professionals searching for wearable treasures from the past. Virtual Vintage is the
first and only guide that helps both the novice and the fashion connoisseur evaluate and
confidently participate in the thriving vintage marketplace that exists online. No other book
explains how to get it, sell it, fix it, or wear it with flair. Authors Linda Lindroth and Deborah
Newell Tornello equip readers from head to toe with • more than 100 chic sites—rated and
evaluated • instructions on contacting sellers • smart strategies for bidding in online auctions •
advice about evaluating the size, quality, and colors of a garment • tips for cleaning and
repairing vintage items Whether you’re looking for a 1960s Rudi Gernreich knit, Gucci hipster
trousers, a Claire McCardell for Townley shirtwaist, or a Chanel suit in pink wool with black
patent-leather trim, Virtual Vintage will help you build a unique and sensational wardrobe.
Vintage Games explores the most influential videogames of all time, including Super Mario
Bros., Grand Theft Auto III, Doom, The Sims and many more. Drawing on interviews as well as
the authors' own lifelong experience with videogames, the book discusses each game's
development, predecessors, critical reception, and influence on the industry. It also features
hundreds of full-color screenshots and images, including rare photos of game boxes and other
materials. Vintage Games is the ideal book for game enthusiasts and professionals who desire
a broader understanding of the history of videogames and their evolution from a niche to a
global market.

The Reverse Design series looks at all of the design decisions that went into
classic games. This is the third installment in the Reverse Design series, looking
at Super Mario World. Written in a readable format; this game breaks down nicely
into relatively short, separate sections. Reverse Design: Super Mario World is
broken down into four sections with the final section a guide for level-by-level.
The first three sections look at design history, cadences, skill and themes. The
ideal experience of this Reverse Design is for you, the reader, to play each level
as you read its analysis. Key Feature Learn how classic games game to be and
the ground-breaking design decisions that made them such hallmarks.
Based on 48 interviews and years of research, Game of X v.1: Xbox tells the
many stories of Microsoft¿s unlikely entry into the game console business. In
addition to the personal insights of the key players in the story, Game of X
includes many previously unreleased documents that show what was going on
behind the scenes. This is the story of Xbox and Xbox Live. Key Features Based
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on 48 interviews and years of research, Game of X v.1: Xbox tells the many
stories of Microsoft¿s unlikely entry into the game console business. In addition
to the personal insights of the key players in the story, Game of X includes many
previously unreleased documents that show what was going on behind the
scenes. This is the story of Xbox and Xbox Live.
In this thinly-disguised pseudonymous satire, Madge Lawrence is a "good girl"
trying to make it as a screenwriter in Hollywood. As secretary to a big-time
producer, Madge learns the movie business from the inside. The story unfolds in
a series of documents--memos, telegrams, newspaper items, and letters from
Madge to a former colleague in New York.
In the early 1970s, video arcade games sprung to life in the form of Pong, Space
Invaders, Asteroids, and Pac-Man, and if you were lucky enough to have an Atari
system you could play Frogger or Galaga at home. By the 1980s, arcade and
video games were entrenched as a pop culture phenomenon and were
ubiquitous. But as quickly as the form took flight it began to change with the
advent of hand-held games and more sophisticated home-gaming. Brian Eddy
here traces the evolution of arcade video games, giving readers an inside look at
the stratospheric rise-and transformation-of the industry.
Super Mario Bros. Doom. Minecraft. It’s hard to imagine what life would be like
today without video games, a creative industry that now towers over Hollywood in
terms of both financial and cultural impact. The video game industry caters to
everyone, with games in every genre for every conceivable electronic
device--from dedicated PC gaming rigs and consoles to handhelds, mobile
phones, and tablets. Successful games are produced by mega-corporations,
independent studios, and even lone developers working with nothing but free
tools. Some may still believe that video games are mere diversions for children,
but today’s games offer sophisticated and wondrously immersive experiences
that no other media can hope to match. Vintage Games 2.0 tells the story of the
ultimate storytelling medium, from early examples such as Spacewar! and Pong
to the mind blowing console and PC titles of today. Written in a smart and
engaging style, this updated 2nd edition is far more than just a survey of the
classics. Informed by hundreds of in-depth personal interviews with designers,
publishers, marketers, and artists--not to mention the author’s own lifelong
experience as a gamer--Vintage Games 2.0 uncovers the remarkable feats of
intellectual genius, but also the inspiring personal struggles of the world’s most
brilliant and celebrated game designers--figures like Shigeru Miyamoto, Will
Wright, and Roberta Williams. Ideal for both beginners and professionals,
Vintage Games 2.0 offers an entertaining and inspiring account of video game’s
history and meteoric rise from niche market to global phenomenon. Credit for the
cover belongs to Thor Thorvaldson.
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